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Most natural materials expand isotropi-
cally upon heating because the kinetic 
energy of molecules increases their 
range of motion in non-parabolic atomic 
potentials, thereby offering positive 
thermal expansion coefficients (CTEs), 
most of which are in the range from ≈1 
to 300 ppm K−1. Recent studies demon-
strate that mechanical metamaterials 
with optimized microstructure architec-
tures can yield unconventional thermal 
expansion behaviors, such as near-zero 
thermal expansion,[1–5] negative thermal 
expansion,[6–11] and thermally induced 
shear.[12] These mechanical metamate-
rials are of increasing interest, because 
of their potential for use in applica-
tions such as high-precision space 
optical systems,[13,14] adaptive connecting 
components in satellites,[15,16] flexible 
MEMS that require excellent thermal 
stability,[17–24] battery electrodes with 

Advanced mechanical metamaterials with unusual thermal expansion proper-
ties represent an area of growing interest, due to their promising potential for 
use in a broad range of areas. In spite of previous work on metamaterials with 
large or ultralow coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE), achieving a broad range 
of CTE values with access to large thermally induced dimensional changes in 
structures with high filling ratios remains a key challenge. Here, design con-
cepts and fabrication strategies for a kirigami-inspired class of 2D hierarchical 
metamaterials that can effectively convert the thermal mismatch between two 
closely packed constituent materials into giant levels of biaxial/uniaxial thermal 
expansion/shrinkage are presented. At large filling ratios (>50%), these systems 
offer not only unprecedented negative and positive biaxial CTE (i.e., −5950 and 
10 710 ppm K−1), but also large biaxial thermal expansion properties (e.g., > 21% 
for 20 K temperature increase). Theoretical modeling of thermal deformations 
provides a clear understanding of the microstructure–property relationships and 
serves as a basis for design choices for desired CTE values. An Ashby plot of 
the CTE versus density serves as a quantitative comparison of the hierarchical 
metamaterials presented here to previously reported systems, indicating the 
capability for substantially enlarging the accessible range of CTE.

The ORCID identification number(s) for the author(s) of this article 
can be found under https://doi.org/10.1002/adma.202004919.
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unique thermal expansion,[25–29] dental fillings,[30] thermally 
controlled shape-changing structures,[12,31–48] etc. In response 
to these opportunities, diverse metamaterial designs have 
been reported, either for the purpose of maintaining the 
original shape during temperature changes, or for matching 
the thermal expansion properties of surrounding/supporting 
components. For example, advanced framework materials 
(e.g., metallic glasses,[49] ceramics,[50] crystals[51–53]) driven 
by phonons or electronic transitions were shown to exhibit 
negative CTE by exploiting optimal atomic lattice configu-
rations. These materials, however, have a limited level of 
design freedom due to the difficulty in tailoring the atomic 
constructions, and they also suffer from the inherent brittle-
ness, which limits their practical applications. In comparison, 
mechanical metamaterials that consist of microscale or larger 
structural building blocks offer substantially enhanced design 
freedom, owing in part to the fast development of additive 
manufacturing and micro-fabrication techniques in recent 
years. These systems usually exploit two engineering mate-
rials with different CTEs laminated into filaments and then 
structured into specific, periodic, cellular configurations to 
render tailorable negative/positive CTEs and anisotropic 
thermal expansion responses. Various microstructure configu-
rations, such as triangular/hexagonal lattices,[8,54–63] chiral lat-
tices,[6,7] auxetic structure designs,[64–66] and others,[67,68] have 
been systematically studied to reveal the structure–property 
relationships. The underlying mechanisms mainly involve the 
conversion of local deflections induced by thermal mismatch 
into unusual, effective, thermal responses of the mechanical 
metamaterials. Although each example offers specific features 
and capabilities for achieving unconventional effective CTEs, 
none is without limitations, either in terms of a limited range 
of tailorable CTE, a narrow temperature window to render 
unusual thermal responses, or a restricted degree of effective 
thermal deformations. In particular, the design and fabrica-
tion of mechanical metamaterials that combine a broad-range 
tunability of CTE (e.g., ≈ −2000 to 2000 ppm K−1) and a capa-
bility for large thermal deformations (e.g., >10%) remain as 
key challenges. Additionally, the aforementioned mechanical 
metamaterials mostly exhibit relative low filling ratios (e.g., 
<50%), posing engineering constraints on their operation in 
devices that require large effective filling ratios.

Inspired by the concepts of kirigami and origami,[31,69–71] 
the ancient arts of paper cutting and folding, this paper intro-
duces a highly filled, hierarchical metamaterial design capable 
of offering a broad range of tunability in CTE as well as large 
thermal deformations. These 2D hierarchical designs exploit 
closely packed arrangements of two different engineering 
materials, and magnify the thermal mismatch to achieve 
giant effective thermal expansion/shrinkage. In particular, 
the layouts allow for not only a large filling ratio (>50%), a 
large biaxial thermal expansion (>21% for 20 K temperature 
increase), but also a tunability in the biaxial CTE from −5950 
to 10 710 ppm K−1. The performance is even higher for uniaxial 
thermal responses, reaching >45% thermal strain, and a CTE 
tunability of ≈ −11 550 to 26 110 ppm K−1. Comparison of these 
CTE characteristics to those of past metamaterial designs in the 
form of an Ashby plot clearly shows the capabilities of concepts 
reported here for enlarging substantially the accessible CTE 

range. Combined theoretical and experimental studies show 
that these mechanical metamaterials exhibit linear responses 
in thermal strain with respect to changes in temperature, in a 
range of practical interest.
Figure 1a illustrates schematically the hierarchical construc-

tion of kirigami-inspired metamaterial designs capable of iso-
tropic thermal expansion. The structure follows from a linear 
array of the periodic unit element shown in the middle panel. 
The unit consists of a square base (length L1) in the center and 
four identical structural branches (length L2) with kirigami pat-
terns. The branches serve as actuating components that con-
vert bending deformations of bilayer beams into large uniaxial 
thermal expansion, while the central base, as a passive sup-
port, connects the actuating components to form a square lat-
tice pattern. In the examples described here, the bilayer beam 
is composed of PI (in yellow, Young’s modulus EPI  =  3 GPa, 
and CTE αPI  =  30 ppm K−1) and poly(methyl methacrylate) 
(PMMA) (in red, Young’s modulus EPMMA  =  3 GPa, and CTE 
αPMMA =  70 ppm K−1). As shown in the right of Figure 1a, the 
fundamental actuating element can be characterized by five key 
non-dimensional geometric parameters, including WPMMA/WPI, 
WGap/WPI, LPI/WPI, LPMMA/LPI, and LJoint/LPI, where LPI and 
LPMMA are the lengths of PI and PMMA; WPI and WPMMA are 
the widths of PI and PMMA; LJoint and WGap are the length 
of central joint and the gap between the neighboring bilayer 
beams, respectively. The total vertical length (Le) of the funda-
mental actuating element can be then given by Le =  2LPI + LJoint.  
Due to the difference (Δα  =  αPMMA − αPI) in the CTE of PI and 
PMMA, the mismatch of thermal strain in these two materials 
leads to bending deflections of the bilayer beam, thereby yielding 
a large thermal expansion of the fundamental actuating element 
along the x-direction. As a result, the entire kirigami-inspired 
mechanical metamaterial, as shown in the left of Figure 1a, is 
capable of large biaxial thermal expansion. Figure  1b presents 
optical images of a representative specimen captured before 
(marked by the blue dashed line) and after heating (marked by 
the red solid line), with a temperature change from 26 to 56 °C 
by placing the material in a water bath, along with the deformed 
configuration predicted by finite element analyses (FEA; see 
Experimental Section for details). Here, the geometric para-
meters are WPMMA/WPI  =  1, WGap/WPI  =  1, LPI/WPI  =  62.8, 
LPMMA/LPI  =  0.8, LJoint/WPI  =  20, Le/L1  =  0.86, L2/L1  =  0.35,  
and WPI  =  100 µm. The fabrication method involves drop-
casting, laser cutting, and wet etching technologies in sequence 
(see Experimental Section and Figure S1, Supporting Informa-
tion, for details), to enable precise patterning of the specimen 
with feature sizes down to ≈100 µm. The thermal strain εmeta,h, 
defined by the relative length change (ΔL/(L1  + 2L2)) of the 
representative unit cell, reaches ≈16.8% for a 30 °C temperature 
increase in experiment, which agrees well with FEA predic-
tion (≈15.8%). The observed deformations also show excellent 
agreement with FEA calculations (Figure S2, Supporting Infor-
mation). These results demonstrate capabilities for achieving 
giant effective CTE (e.g., >5600 ppm K−1) along both x and 
y-directions. Note that the passive central base in the meta-
material design is not necessary if the focus is on realizing a 
giant uniaxial CTE. Such a simplification of the design allows 
for an even larger thermal expansion, as shown in Figure S2, 
Supporting Information. As an example, the design with the 
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Figure 1. Design strategies and experimental demonstrations of kirigami-inspired 2D hierarchical metamaterials with giant positive thermal expan-
sion. a) Illustration of the hierarchical design and key geometric parameters. b) Optical images of a fabricated metamaterial specimen before (left) 
and after (middle) a 30 °C increase, along with the deformed configuration predicted by FEA (right). The design parameters include (Le/L1, LPI/WPI, 
LPMMA/LPI, L2/L1, WPI/WPMMA, WPI/WGap, L1, LJoint, and WPI) = (0.86, 62.8, 0.8, 0.35, 1, 1, 15 mm, 2 mm, and 100 µm). c) Illustration of the hierarchical 
design with a gradient in the vertical length of the fundamental actuating element, and corresponding geometric parameters. d) Optical images of a 
fabricated metamaterial specimen before (left) and after (middle) a 20 °C increase, along with the deformed configuration predicted by FEA (right). 
The design parameters include (Le,1/L1, LPI,1/WPI, LPMMA/LPI, L2/L1, WPI/WPMMA, WPI/WGap, L1, LJoint, and WPI) = (0.84, 52.8, 0.8, 0.37, 1, 1, 15 mm, 2 mm, 
and 100 µm). Scale bars: 5 mm.

Adv. Mater. 2021, 33, 2004919
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same geometric configuration of the structural branches in 
Figure  1b undergoes a considerable uniaxial thermal expan-
sion strain (≈45.6%), upon a 40 °C temperature increase (from  
25 to 65 °C). This deformation corresponds to an effective CTE 
of αmeta,e = ΔL/(L0ΔT)  =  10 080 ppm K−1, which is around 144 
times larger than the CTE (αPMMA) of the constituent material 
(PMMA).

Figure  1c presents a variant of this design that exploits 
a linear gradient in the total vertical length of the funda-
mental actuating element to further enhance the effective 
CTE as well as the filling ratio. In particular, the vertical 
length (Le) follows a stepwise increment of 2Welementtan(θ), 
where Welement, the width of a fundamental actuating ele-
ment, is given by 2WPI  + 2WPMMA  + 2WGap, and θ is the 
slant angle of the actuating element. Figure  1d summa-
rizes experimental and FEA results for thermal expan-
sion in a typical specimen with this type of design, with 
WPMMA/WPI  = 1, WGap/WPI  = 1, LPI/WPI  = 52.8, LPMMA/LPI  = 
0.8, Le,1/L1  = 0.84, L2/L1  = 0.37, θ  = 49°, LJoint  = 2 mm, and  
WPI  = 100 µm. Here, Le,1 is the vertical length of the fun-
damental actuating element closely adjacent to the central 
base. This specimen gives rise to a biaxial thermal expan-
sion of ≈ 21.4% for 20 °C increase, corresponding to an iso-
tropic effective CTE of αmeta,h = 10 710 ppm K−1  = 153αPMMA. 
Such an improvement of CTE mainly follows from the use 
of a larger length-to-width ratio (LPI/WPI) that results in an 
increased bending deflection, when the other geometric 
parameters are fixed.

A theoretical model of thermal expansion can serve as the 
basis for designs to achieve a broad range of desirable CTE. 
Considering the periodicity of kirigami-inspired actuating 
elements (Figure  1a), we only need to study the thermally 
induced deformations in a fundamental actuating element 
(Figure S3(a), Supporting Information). This structure can be 
modeled as two bilayer beams (consisting of frame and actua-
tion materials) connected at two ends, which can be approxi-
mated as clamped boundaries at two ends. Due to the struc-
tural symmetry, only a single bilayer beam is analyzed, as 
shown in Figure S3(b), Supporting Information, where the 
bending moment (M) corresponds to the only non-zero com-
ponent of generalized inner forces at two ends. Then the ther-
mally induced deformations can be analyzed by considering a 
two-step process, that is, thermally induced bending in a free-
standing bilayer beam without any constraints, and mechanical 
deformations induced by the application of a pair of bending 
moments to ensure zero rotational angles at the two ends of 
the bilayer beam. In the framework of small deflections, the 
vertical displacement at the middle of the bilayer beam can be 
given by (see Note S1, Supporting Information, for details)
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Here, EbIb and EfIf are the bending stiffness of the bilayer and 
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where Ea and wa are the elastic modulus and width of actua-
tion layer, while Ef and wf are the elastic modulus and width of 
the frame layer. In comparison to the bending deflections, the 
change of the total length of the bilayer beam can be neglected. 
As such, the rotational angle sθ ∗ at (Le − La)/2 (see Note S1, Sup-
porting Information, for details) and the bending moment (M) 
can be determined numerically by solving the following equa-
tion using the random searching algorithm (RSA),
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Here, La and Ls are the lengths of actuation material and the 
deformed bilayer beam. With solved θ ∗s  and M, the vertical 
displacement yM in Equation (1) can be calculated. The effective 
thermal expansion coefficient (αmeta,e) of a fundamental actu-
ating element can be then obtained as

α = 2
meta,e

element

y

W
M  (4)

Notably, materials with a large difference in CTE and an 
optimal value of modulus ratio (i.e., Ea/Ef = 2) represent opti-
mized choices for kirigami-inspired hierarchical metamaterials 
designed for large thermal expansion or shrinkage (Figure S4, 
Supporting Information). For the fundamental actuating ele-
ment composed of PI (i.e., frame material) and PMMA (i.e., 
actuation material) (EPI/EPMMA =  1, αPMMA =  70 ppm K−1, and 
αPI =  30 ppm K−1), adopted in the current experiment, the pre-
dictions derived from Equation (1)–(4) agree reasonably well 
with FEA results for a range of different geometric parameters 
(Figure S3(d), Supporting Information), providing quantitative 
evidence for the accuracy of the developed theoretical model. 
According to this model, the CTE (αmeta,e) of the proposed 
metamaterial design can be tuned in a broad range, by varying 
the four non-dimensional geometric parameters, including 
WPMMA/WPI, WGap/WPI, LPI/WPI, and LPMMA/LPI, as to be shown 
subsequently.
Figure 2a depicts the contour plot of the magnification 

factor of CTE, λ  = αmeta,e/αPMMA, with respect to LPI/WPI and 
LPMMA/LPI, while fixing the other geometric parameters as 
WPMMA/WPI  = WGap/WPI  =  1, and LJoint/WPI  =  20. As evi-
denced by the excellent agreement between theoretical pre-
dictions and experimental/FEA results, λ increases as the 
length ratio LPMMA/LPI increases initially, until it reaches its 
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peak value (≈650 for LPI/WPI =  125.6) at ≈ 0.75, beyond which 
λ decreases, due to the constraint at the joints of the bilayer 
beams. By contrast, λ increases monotonously with increasing 
LPI/WPI (Figure  2a and Figure S5(a), Supporting Informa-
tion). In particular, the simulated uniaxial CTE (αmeta,e) of the 
fundamental actuating element reaches 25  900 ppm K−1 for 
LPMMA/LPI  = 0.8 and LPI/WPI  = 94.2, which is in good agree-
ment with experiment (26 110 ppm K−1). The effect of the width 
ratio WPMMA/WPI on λ is also investigated (Figure S5(b), Sup-
porting Information). Similar to the dependence on LPMMA/LPI, 
λ also reaches its maximum at an optimal width ratio (i.e., 
WPMMA/WPI = 0.75), beyond the value reduces slightly with the 
further increase of width ratio. Since λ shows small correlation 
with the width ratio in the range of [0.75, 1.0], the widths of PI, 

PMMA, and gap are all fixed as 100 µm in the experimental 
study, considering the resolution of laser cutting technique. The 
results in Figure  2a and Figure S5, Supporting Information, 
suggest the length ratio (LPMMA/LPI) and length-to-width ratio 
(LPI/WPI) as the two dominant geometric parameters that affect 
the effective CTE. For the typical range of temperature increase  
(from room temperature to 200 K), the thermal strain of the 
fundamental actuating element increases proportionally as the 
temperature increases (Figure S6, Supporting Information), 
thereby yielding a constant CTE. Such a linear thermal expan-
sion behavior is beneficial for the precise control of thermal 
deformations. By considering the plastic yielding of the con-
stituent materials and using 1% as the yield strain for both PI 
and PMMA, we can estimate the value of maximum thermal 

Figure 2. Microstructure–property relationship of kirigami-inspired 2D hierarchical designs with positive thermal expansion. a) Illustration of the 
fundamental actuating element (left), contour plot of the simulated magnification factor of CTE in terms of LPI/WPI and LPMMA/LPI (middle), and 
magnification factor of CTE versus LPMMA/LPI for four different LPI/WPI (right). The other parameters are fixed as LJoint =  2 mm and WPI = WPI  = WPI  
=  100 µm. b) Illustration of the 2D hierarchical metamaterial (left), contour plot of the simulated magnification factor of CTE in terms of L2/L1 and 
LPI/WPI (middle), and magnification factor of CTE versus L1/L2 for three different LPI/WPI (right). The other parameters are fixed as LJoint =  2 mm, WPI = 
WPI  = WPI  =  100 µm, L1 =  15 mm, Le/ L1 =  0.86, and LPMMA/LPI =  0.8. c) Illustration of the 2D hierarchical metamaterial with a gradient design (left), 
contour plot of the simulated magnification factor of CTE in terms of L2/L1 and LPI,1/WPI (middle), and the magnification factor of CTE versus L1/L2 
for three different LPI,1/WPI (right). The other parameters are fixed as LJoint =  2 mm, WPI = WPI  = WPI  =  100 µm, Le,1/L1 =  0.84, and LPMMA/LPI =  0.8.
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expansion in the mechanical metamaterial. FEA results show 
that the maximum thermal expansion of the fundamental kiri-
gami element increases rapidly with increasing length to width 
ratio LPI/WPI, from 37% for LPI/WPI = 25 to 568% for LPI/WPI = 
125.6 (Figure S7, Supporting Information).

Figure  2b presents the results of experimental measure-
ment, theoretical modeling, and FEA for the 2D hierarchical 
metamaterial consisting of a square base (PI, length L1) in 
the center. As compared to the thermal deformations of 
structural branches, the thermal expansion of the square base 
can be neglected. Therefore, the effective CTE (αmeta,h) of the 
hierarchical metamaterial can be approximately related to the 
CTE (αmeta,e) of the fundamental actuating element in struc-
tural branches by

α α ( )
( )

=
+
2 /

1 2 /
meta, meta,

2 1

2 1

L L

L L
h e  (5)

The contour plot in Figure  2b summarizes FEA results for 
λ in terms of L2/L1 and LPI/WPI, with fixed LPMMA/LPI  = 0.8, 
WPMMA/WPI = WGap/WPI = 1, Le/L1 = 0.86, and LJoint/WPI = 20. 
The dependence is similar to that of the fundamental actuating 
element in Figure 2a, while λ is reduced slightly, due to the pres-
ence of a square base. In this case, the thermal expansion of the 
metamaterial is biaxial, and the simulated CTE (αmeta,h) reaches  
5250  ppm K−1 for L2/L1  =  0.35 and LPI/WPI  =  62.8, agreeing 
well with the experimental measurement (5600 ppm K−1). 
Figure  2c provides the results of CTE for the hierarchical 
metamaterial with a gradient in the vertical length of the fun-
damental actuating element. Here, the slant angle (θ) of the 
actuating element represents an additional design parameter. 
Under the geometric constraint that the self-overlap does not 
occur, the CTE (αmeta,h) increases monotonously with increasing 
the slant angle (Figure S8, Supporting Information). For a fixed 
slant angle (θ = 49°), the dependence of αmeta,h on the geometric 
parameters (LPI,1/WPI and L2/L1) is shown in the middle and 
right of Figure  2c, where LPI,1 is the length of the PI layer in 
the fundamental actuating element closely adjacent to the cen-
tral base. Evidence of improvement of the CTE can be observed 
in comparison to the design (Figure  2b) without the length 
gradient in the actuating element. For example, the gradient 
design with a slant angle of 49° gives rise to 2.6-fold enhance-
ment (relatively) of CTE for L2/L1  = 0.4 and LPI/WPI  = 94.2.  
It is noteworthy that a giant biaxial CTE of 10  710  ppm K−1 
(9660  ppm K−1 based on FEA) has been demonstrated experi-
mentally for LPI,1/WPI = 52.8 and L2/L1 = 0.4, which is an order 
of magnitude larger than the largest experimental results (up to 
≈ 1050 ppm K−1) of biaxial CTE reported in previous studies.[12] 
The excellent agreement among simulations, experiments, and 
theoretical predictions suggest the theoretical model as a reli-
able reference for the design of the kirigami-inspired hierar-
chical metamaterial in achieving a desired positive CTE.

Modifications of the fundamental actuating elements by 
switching the actuation material (PMMA) to the other side of 
frame support (PI) allow access to a range of tunable nega-
tive CTE. Figure 3a shows such a design that shrinks upon 
a 10 °C temperature increase, which mainly arises from the 
change of bending direction in the PMMA/PI bilayer beam. 
The middle and right panels present the optical images of the 

specimen (LPMMA/ LPI  =  0.8 and LPI/WPI  =  62.8) before and 
after a 10 °C heating. The thermal shrinkage is around 11.6%, 
corresponding to an effective negative CTE of −11550 ppm K−1. 
Due to the same deformation mechanisms, the magnitude of 
negative CTE can also be analyzed theoretically, according to 
Equations (1) and (4). As evidenced by both the results of the 
theoretical model and experimental measurement, λ of the fun-
damental actuating element exhibits a similar non-monotonic 
dependence on the length ratio (LPMMA/LPI) and width ratio 
(WPMMA/WPI) (Figure  3d and Figure S9, Supporting Informa-
tion), as compared to the aforementioned metamaterial design 
with positive CTE. In this case, the length ratio (LPMMA/LPI) and 
length-to-width ratio (LPI/WPI) still represent the two primary 
geometric parameters to yield a broad range of desired nega-
tive CTE. Combined theoretical modeling, FEA and experi-
ments establish design principles for mechanical metama-
terials that yield desired negative CTE values. In particular, a 
length-to-width ratio (LPI/WPI), as well as an optimal value of 
length ratio (LPMMA/LPI) and width ratio (WPMMA/WPI) are pre-
ferred to offer a large negative thermal deformation.

Figure 3b presents a representative design of a 2D kirigami-
inspired hierarchical metamaterial that interconnects the fun-
damental actuating elements with a square base in the center. 
Here, the geometric parameters include LPMMA/LPI  = 0.8, 
LPI/WPI = 52.8, L1/Le = 1.2, and L2/L1 = 0.4. The resulting biaxial 
CTE (αmeta,h) is −4550 ppm K−1 according to the experiments, 
and −3920  ppm K−1 according to FEA. The considerable 
thermal shrinkage after a 10 °C heating reveals a giant abso-
lute value of biaxial negative CTE. Dependence of the CTE on 
the key geometric parameters is illustrated in Figure S10, Sup-
porting Information. Figure 3c depicts a hierarchical metama-
terial design with a gradient pattern of actuating elements, with 
LPMMA/LPI = 0.8, LPI,1/WPI = 52.8, L2/L1 = 0.38, L1/Le,1 = 1.2, and 
θ  = 15o. Such a gradient pattern results in an enhanced nega-
tive CTE, as evidenced by the experiments (−5950 ppm K−1) 
and FEA (−5600 ppm K−1), which substantially exceeds those 
(up to −966  ppm K−1) reported in previous experiments.[12] 
Figure 3e and f shows that a larger absolute value of negative 
CTE can be achieved by adopting a higher length ratio (L2/L1) 
or length-to-width ratio (LPI/WPI or LPI,1/WPI). By integrating 
the two different fundamental actuating elements (Figure  2a 
and Figure 3a) along the different directions of the hierarchical 
metamaterial, anisotropic thermal expansion with positive CTE 
along the x-direction and negative CTE along the y-direction can 
be achieved, as illustrated in Figure S11, Supporting Informa-
tion. Additional experimental details of the uniaxial and biaxial 
thermal deformation of 2D hierarchical metamaterials can be 
found in Movies S1–S5, Supporting Information. In addition, 
we qualitatively and quantitatively investigated the performance 
of kirigami-inspired 2D hierarchical designs during thermal 
cycles (Figure S12, Supporting Information). A stable response 
of CTE can be observed in the experiment during 10 thermal 
cycles, and no structural fracture occurs. These observations 
are supported by the FEA results (Figure S12a, Supporting 
Information), where the maximum principal strains (0.085%) 
of PI and PMMA are both far below the yield strain (1% for PI 
and PMMA) of these constituent materials.
Figure 4 provides an Ashby plot of CTE versus density 

that covers the systems reported here, along with mechanical 
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Figure 3. Design strategies, experimental demonstration, and microstructure–property relationship of kirigami-inspired 2D hierarchical designs with 
negative thermal expansion. a) Illustration of the fundamental actuating element (left), and optical images of a fabricated specimen before (middle) 
and after (right) undergoing a 10 °C increase. The design parameters include (LPI/WPI, LPMMA/LPI, WPI/WPMMA, WPI/Wgap, L1, LJoint, and WPI) = (62.8, 0.8, 
1, 1, 15 mm, 2 mm, and 100 µm). b) Illustration of the 2D hierarchical metamaterial (left), and optical images of a fabricated metamaterial specimen 
before (middle) and after (right) undergoing a 10 °C increase. The design parameters include (L1/Le, LPI/WPI, LPMMA/LPI, L2/L1, WPI/WPMMA, WPI/WGap, 
L1, LJoint, and WPI) = (1.2, 52.8, 0.8, 0.4, 1, 1, 15 mm, 2 mm, and 100 µm). c) Illustration of the 2D hierarchical metamaterial with a gradient design (left), 
and optical images of a fabricated metamaterial specimen before (middle) and after (right) undergoing a 10 °C increase. The design parameters include 
(L1/Le,1, LPI,1/WPI, LPMMA/LPI, L2/L1, WPI/WPMMA, WPI/WGap, L1, LJoint, and WPI) = (1.2, 52.8, 0.8, 0.4, 1, 1, 15 mm, 2 mm, and 100 µm). d) Magnification 
factor of CTE versus LPMMA/LPI for the fundamental actuating element with four different LPI/WPI and fixed LJoint =  2 mm and WPMMA = WPI = WGap = 
100 µm. e,f) Magnification factor of CTE versus L1/L2 for the 2D hierarchical metamaterials in (b) and (c) with three different LPI/WPI or LPI,1/WPI. The 
other parameters are fixed as LJoint =  2 mm, WPMMA = WPI  = WGap  =  100 µm, L1/Le = L1 /Le,1  = 1.2, and LPMMA/LPI =  0.8. Scale bars: 5 mm.
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Figure 4. Ashby plot of the thermal expansion coefficients of natural materials,[11,64] NTE materials,[50,52,72–77] representative mechanical metamaterials 
reported previously (i.e., planar lattice structures,[3–5,11,54,56,60,61,63,66] topology optimized structures,[9,10] and chiral metamaterials[6,7,12]), and kirigami-
inspired 2D hierarchical designs proposed in the previous[70] and current work. i) Reproduced with permission.[3] Copyright 2018, Elsevier Ltd. ii) Repro-
duced with permission.[4] Copyright 2011, Elsevier B.V. iii) Reproduced with permission.[5] Copyright 2014, Wiley-VCH. iv) Reproduced with permission.[6] 
Copyright 2015, Wiley-VCH. v) Reproduced with permission.[7] Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society. vi)  Reproduced with permission.[9] Copyright 
2017, Elsevier Ltd. vii) Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported license (https://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/3.0).[10] Copyright 2015, The Authors, published by American Institute of Physics. viii) Reproduced with permission.[11] Copyright 2017, 
ASME. ix) Reproduced with permission.[12] Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH. x) Reproduced with permission.[54] Copyright 2015, Elsevier Ltd. xi) Reproduced 
with permission.[56] Copyright 2017, Acta Materialia Inc. xii) Reproduced with permission.[60] Copyright 2013, Springer Nature. xiii) Reproduced with 
permission.[61] Copyright 2018, Elsevier Ltd. xiv) Reproduced with permission.[66] Copyright 2019, Elsevier Ltd. xv) Reproduced with permission.[70] 
Copyright 2019, Elsevier Ltd.
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metamaterials reported previously and collections of natural 
and engineering materials. The results focus on experimental 
demonstrations, noting that many designs demonstrated only 
through FEA or theoretical modeling are not practicable in fab-
rication (e.g., because of extreme geometric layouts). For most 

natural and engineering materials, including metals, polymers, 
elastomers, and glasses, the CTE falls into a narrow positive 
range, from ≈1 to 300 ppm K−1.[11,64] Of the mechanical metama-
terials demonstrated previously, traditional 2D lattice designs 
constructed with straight ribbons and rigid plates patterned in 

Figure 5. Ashby plot of the thermal expansion coefficients versus the filling ratio for the representative mechanical metamaterials reported previ-
ously[3–7,9–12,54,56,60,61,63,66,70] and kirigami-inspired 2D hierarchical designs proposed in the current work. i) Reproduced with permission.[3] Copyright 
2018, Elsevier Ltd. ii) Reproduced with permission.[4] Copyright 2011, Elsevier B.V. iii) Reproduced with permission.[5] Copyright 2014, Wiley-VCH.  
iv) Reproduced with permission.[6] Copyright 2015, Wiley-VCH. v) Reproduced with permission.[7] Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society. vi) Repro-
duced with permission.[9] Copyright 2017, Elsevier Ltd. vii) Reproduced with permission.[11] Copyright 2017, ASME. viii) Reproduced with permission.[12] 
Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH. ix) Reproduced with permission.[54] Copyright 2015, Elsevier Ltd. x) Reproduced with permission.[56] Copyright 2017, Acta 
Materialia Inc. xi) Reproduced with permission.[60] Copyright 2013, Springer Nature. xii) Reproduced with permission.[61] Copyright 2018, Elsevier Ltd. 
xiii) Reproduced with permission.[66] Copyright 2019, Elsevier Ltd. xiv) Reproduced with permission.[70] Copyright 2019, Elsevier Ltd.
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different topologies (e.g., triangular, honeycomb, star, etc.) are 
among the most extensively studied.[3–5,11,54,56,60,61,63,66] These 
metamaterials can serve as a robust tunable platform to render 
either close-to-zero CTE, or large positive/negative CTE (up to 
290 ppm K−1 and down to −33 ppm K−1, respectively). Advanced 
3D printing technologies allow fabrication of mechanical 
metamaterials consisting of different engineering materials, 
but with complex 3D architectures designed through topology 
optimization.[9,10] This type of metamaterials can be tailored  
to offer either large positive CTE (up to ≈1040  ppm K−1) or 
negative CTE (down to −335  ppm K−1), but limitations of 3D 
printing techniques in terms of fabrication resolution and 
available material types set constraints on practical applica-
tions, and on strategies to further broaden the range of acces-
sible CTE. To enable a large magnitude of negative CTE, a 
certain class of mechanical metamaterials (also referred to as 
“chiral mechanical metamaterials”) relies on the rotations of 
straight or curved beams in periodic unit cells is systematically 
studied, where the reported CTE can reach −966 ppm K−1.[6,7,12] 
To summarize, existing experimental results on mechanical 
metamaterials cover a range of [–966, 1050 ppm K−1] for biaxial 
CTE. The kirigami-inspired 2D hierarchical metamaterials in 
the current study significantly expand this range to [−5950 to 
10 710 ppm K−1]. Both negative and positive uniaxial CTEs (i.e., 
−11 550 and 26  110  ppm K−1) demonstrated herein also estab-
lish a record, noting that the largest positive uniaxial CTE[70] 
reported previously is 14 700 ppm K−1.

The combined capabilities in a broad tunable CTE range, a 
large controllable thermal expansion, and a high filling ratio 
could be useful to match the thermal deformations of sur-
rounding components, especially for large environmental tem-
perature changes. Figure 5 and Figure S13, Supporting Informa-
tion, summarize the filling ratios and feature sizes of existing 
mechanical metamaterials, noting that reductions in feature 
sizes can result in improvements in thermal response times. 
Although the triangular and hexagonal lattice structures con-
sisting of inner triangular/hexagonal plates and straight rib-
bons possess very high filling ratios (e.g., from 0.47 to 0.97), the 
designs focus on close-to-zero thermal expansion. The chiral 
mechanical metamaterials usually leverage relatively slender 
ribbons and hollow circular nodes to induce large negative 
CTE, which leads to very low filling ratios (e.g., <0.2) as well. 
In comparison, the kirigami-inspired hierarchical designs pre-
sented here provide robust routes to mechanical metamaterials 
that combine high filling ratios (>0.5) and an unprecedented 
range of CTE. As demonstrated previously, the response time 
decreases with the decrease of the thickness of 2D mechanical 
metamaterials with filamentary microstructures.[12] In the cur-
rent study, the manufacturing technologies of drop-casting, laser 
cutting, and wet etching allow reliable formation of metamate-
rials with lateral feature sizes down to 100 µm (Figure S13, Sup-
porting Information), thereby with capabilities of relatively quick 
responses (i.e., response time <1 s for microstructures with  
100 µm width and 75 µm thickness) upon a change in temperature.

In conclusion, we report a type of 2D hierarchical metama-
terial design that incorporates kirigami-inspired bilayer actu-
ating elements into periodic lattice patterns. As evidenced by 
the agreement between theoretical modeling, FEA simulations, 
and experimental measurements, these systems can be tailored 

precisely to offer a broad range of CTE, including large isotropic/
anisotropic thermal expansion or shrinkage in a linear mode. 
Quantitative comparison of the thermal expansion responses 
to the previously reported mechanical metamaterials suggests 
that the results reported here substantially enlarge the accessible 
range of CTE in the Ashby plot, by nearly an order of magni-
tude for biaxial CTE. The combined attributes of exceptional iso-
tropic/anisotropic CTEs, large thermal deformations with linear 
behavior, high filling ratios, and relative fast thermal responses 
offer potentially powerful options for applications in deployable 
systems in aerospace, shape morphing structures, biomedical 
devices, thermal switches and actuators, optical devices, and 
others that demand operations in a broad range of temperatures.

Experimental Section
Fabrication of the Metamaterials: The fabrication process started 

with a Cu–PI sheet (75-µm-thick middle PI layer, 18-µm-thick top 
and bottom Cu layer, AP8535R, DuPont Pyralux). After removing the 
top Cu layer using wet etching (CE-100 copper etchant, Transense, 
15 min), four pieces of water-soluble tape (OKI-AKW WT-1, Aquasol) 
was attached to the bottom surface. An ultraviolet laser cutter 
(ProtoLaser U4, LPKF) removed selected regions of PI. PMMA 
(495 PMMA A5, Microchem) infilled the patterned PI structures. A 
mechanical polisher removed the top layer of PMMA. Aligned laser 
cutting defined the outer contours of the sample. Rinsing the sample 
with deionized (DI) water removed the water-soluble tape and wet 
etching removed the Cu layer.

Finite-Element Analysis (FEA): Simulations of the thermal responses 
upon a temperature increase were conducted using the commercial 
software ABAQUS. Four-node shell (S4R) elements with refined meshes 
allowed modeling of kirigami-inspired 2D hierarchical structures with 
testified accuracy. The elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio, and CTE were 
3 GPa, 0.34, and 30 ppm K−1 for PI, and 3 GPa, 0.3, and 70 ppm K−1 for 
PMMA, respectively.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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